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Livestock

Broome to top of $7000
A TWIN Shorthorn bull with
a 7.5 frame score topped the
Leeds family’s Broome
Shorthorn spring genetics
sale at $7000 last week at
Jerilderie.
The hefty 890-kilogram
bull, Broome Lotto B185,
attracted keen competition
for its thick carcase traits
and was knocked down to
Dubbo Shorthorn producers, Howard and Margaret
Williams, Marrington stud.
A son of Canadian import,
Eionmor Masterpiece 36K,
and from Broome female,
Goshawk Wayward W94, the
bull was 35kg when born as
a twin and measured in the
top 10 per cent of the breed
for its 200-day weight and
had a 38 centimetre scrotal
circumference.
Return buyers, Mr and Mrs
Williams, plan to use
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Tony, Annie and Riley Scott, Karoo Angus stud, Meadow Flat, are pictured with
volume buyers, Peter and Chris Stonestreet, “Fern Side”, Barry, and some of the
bulls purchased by the father and son team.

Quality Karoo
bulls to $8000

Tony, Annie and Riley Scott, Karoo Angus stud, Meadow Flat, are pictured with
volume buyers, Peter and Chris Stonestreet, “Fern Side”, Barry, and some of the
bulls purchased by the father and son team.

HE Reen and Scott families of Karoo Angus
stud sold bulls to
$8000, attracting stud and
commercial cattle producers from three States, at
Meadow Flat last Thursday.
In all, 41 repeat and new
buyers cleared 53 Angus
bulls in the 93 per cent
clearance to average $4222.
The sale highlight was the
quality line-up of bulls by
Karoo stud sire, Ardrossan
Direction W109.
The progeny of W109
caught the eye of Dennis and
Denise Quinn, “Voewood”,
Calliope, Queensland, who
purchased four sons, including the $8000 top-priced bull,
Karoo W109 Direction B244,
to average $6003.
The September 2006-drop
bull, B244, had estimated
breeding values of +87 and
+112 for 400- and 600day weights and +67 for

Making News
Waverley to $8250
A STRONG field of local
buyers threw their support
behind the Waverley
Station Angus bull sale
held on property near
Gundy last Friday.
The sale was the fifth
annual sale for Michael and
Shani Crouch, Waverley
Station, which is managed
by Tony Lettice and is fast

Quality Karoo
bulls to $8000
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average $5225.
“We came last year and
liked what we saw. This is
our first time purchasing
Karoo bulls. We were looking for new sire bloodlines
and an outcross sire,” Mr
Archer said.
“Karoo has purchased cows
from us, so we knew the type
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All the registered buyers
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with the majority of the catalogue going to repeat clients
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Charlie Maher as the auctioneer.
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South West Slopes Stud Merino Field Day
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★
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★
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Studs...

Waverley to $8250
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